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Abstract 
Thesis with the help of detailed industry analysis characterizes the recommendations of a small 
company specializing in the distribution segment interested in strategy; the company entered 
the market abroad. The most important part focuses on the detailed analysis of the external 
environment and internal market Slovak middling selected company, or PEST and SWOT 
analysis. With the help of these methods are characterized by opportunities and threats chosen 
market and at the same strengths and weaknesses of the chosen company. The final section 
covers specific design strategies and recommendations to companies entering the Slovak 
market. 
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Slovak market entry to the international market, electricity distribution, SWOT analyses 
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1 Introduction and objective work 
 
1.1 Introduction 
Foreign trade plays in the economy of each country's important role, especially in a small open 
economy such as the Czech economy. From a statistical point of view the foreign trade refers 
to as balance of payments, ie the difference between exports and imports. Every economy is 
trying its activities directed towards active payment balance, therefore, to the point where 
exports exceed that of imports. BoP informs on external economic balance of performance and 
economy, while and on the success of economic policy.  
Attempt to penetrate the Czech companies to foreign markets began to develop after a year 
1989, when the Czech reoriented centrally planned economy to a market. Danube an important 
milestone was the Czech Republic (hereinafter CR) undoubtedly entry the European Union 
(EU), which entails free movement of persons, services, labor and capital. Along with the Czech 
Republic joined the EU in 2004, and our border neighbors Poland and Slovakia, which resulted 
in trade facilitation with these neighboring countries. The process of uniting Europe brings to 
European businesses many opportunities for investment that would not fill the domestic market 
or they went looking very hard. Large Market offers wide opportunities to exploit 
manufacturing capacity and achieve increasing turnovers, respectively profit. Intrusion foreign 
markets also entail many risks with which the company must contend and their occurrence 
count. It may be a risk of late customer payment, risks associated with different legislative 
framework, the purchasing power of the country's population and many others. 
Successful, strong and competitive company must constantly monitor their condition 
surroundings and be able to immediately, or with a smaller time delay ganges surroundings 
react. If you want to maintain or even improve, its position in the market, it is the responsibility 
of management to establish effective business strategy that an identifiable goals achieved. 
Likewise, not without a strategic plan to penetrate foreign market. 
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Entry to the export activity can be identified with starting a new business, so it is in this case 
you need to develop a business project. Business project should primarily include foreign 
market research, business infromation environment in the destination country, competition, 
decisions about distribution roads, identify potential customers, and ultimately the strategic 
Project export activity. Strategic planning entry to foreign firms market are among the key 
aspects of strategic decision making. The actual entry Companies to foreign markets, however, 
must be preceded by a thorough analysis. After analyzing the market environment selected 
countries, macroeconomic and microeconomic environment, and market potential, the potential 
of its financial instruments expenses and revenues and an assessment of potential risks, the 
company should choose the appropriate form business and decide on the desirability of 
expansion. 
1.2 Objective 
The main aim of the thesis is based on a detailed analysis of the industry to recommendations 
for small businesses operating in the field of projection technology regarding entry strategies 
of companies on foreign markets. As a target market was because of geographical distance and 
similar cultural, social and legal conditions chosen Slovakia. By definition, the EU Commission 
is small now every business having fewer than 50 employees. Czech firm interesting in with 
activities in the field of design techniques, fall into the category of small company. The partial 
aim is to identify factors affecting the company in the context of the chosen territory, assess 
business opportunities in the country and evaluate the economic aspects entry into foreign 
markets. Consequently, it is necessary to select the most appropriate form of entry the foreign 
market. The proposed recommendations will be verified at a particular company. 
1.3 Methodology 
There is mention the possibility of entering foreign companies on the market suitable for small 
and medium-sized enterprises, and theoretical basis of methods that are practical part used to 
evaluate the company's internal environment and the external environment, foreign market 
(SWOT, PEST analysis). Included are risks which firms must expand abroad and count the 
possible ways of funding suitable foreign trade. 
In the practical part is focused on detailed analysis of the Slovak market. There are a PEST 
analysis of the Slovak market entry conditions are detected foreign companies, familiarization 
with the legislation of the country, the economic situation and potential competition in the 
market. Necessary information is obtained from sources Chambers of commerce, government 
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authorities or eg. The Czech Statistics Office (CSO already). Next, the paper discusses the 
possibilities of export promotion from the Czech Republic (EGAP, Czech Export Bank 
CzechTrade etc.) and barriers to entry on the Slovak market. Finally evaluates significant facts, 
especially economic impacts on companies that fall into the sector. Within practical part of the 
financial analysis. The data will be obtained from the management Company with the consent 
of the Executive. The following formulas serve to calculate the required indicators. 
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2 Literature review 
 
2.1 History of International Trade 
 
International trade is currently becoming more and more important, especially in small open 
economies, such as the economy and the country. Intentional trade is defined as the exchange 
of goods and services between countries. this type Trade helps growth of the world economy in 
which prices or supply and demand, influence and are influenced by global influences. Global 
trading provides consumers and companies the opportunity to meet in goods and services 
humiliations, which occur in their country. Almost all goods, but also services may be subject 
to international trade. The global economy is in a process of continuous change and its 
development must be followed by all participants.(Heakal, 2012) 
2.1.1 The Development of International Trade 
 
The importance of international trade for the state, a first began to realize called. Mercantilists 
in the 16th and 17th centuries. In their concept consisted wealth State quantities of precious 
metals mined on the territory of the state, and active business the balance of international trade. 
International trade considered diminishes as a "zero-sum game," meaning that if one country 
on foreign store earns, one must inevitably lose money. Favored export before importing that 
difficult for high tariffs. 
In the mid 18th century in France (physiocrats) and England (classical political economy) He 
began to take shape first strong reaction mercantilist view of international trade. 
Representatives of both schools were strongly criticized high and sometimes prohibitive duties 
and advocated a liberalization of foreign trade. Their efforts resulted have signed a series of 
contracts aimed at liberalizing trade. Liberalization has brought to English - French Trade 
Agreement of 1860, which was in subsequent years, followed by agreements across Europe. 
At the end of the 19th century there has been a resurgence of protectionism, especially from 
Germany, followed by other countries. Only country that He insisted on the principles of free 
trade, the United Kingdom. Nevertheless, it was a milder form of protectionism than that in 
Europe in the 18th century. Quantitative restrictions have been completely abolished, and the 
duty was low and stable. Further strong growth protectionism came up with the First World 
War and international trade had been so disturbed that protectionism persisted until the Second 
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World War. The gradual liberalization of trade in goods (after services and capital) began 
especially the emergence of the GATT 1947 and the beginning economic integration in Europe 
and then in other parts of the world. (Kalínská, 2010) 
2.1.2 Internationalization and globalization 
 
The current world economy is characterized by several specific features that it different from 
the previous development. One of the features is a concentrated form and blending all the 
current tendencies and supplementing them with new ones. Historical tendencies mean 
internationalization, interdependence, regionalism and integration. Internationalization is one 
of the oldest and tendencies began to show independence from individual economies. It can be 
understood as a process of elimination barieras between states and deepening their relations. In 
its beginnings process internationalization manifested mainly in trade in goods. In recent years 
it has expanded to nearly all directions. State of the art is currently store information. The 
consequence of internationalization is the development of international business relationships, 
increasing interconnectedness and interdependence of countries. The most significant trend, 
however, began to show up in the 90's century. The term globalization began to emerge in 
connection with new processes and the effects of emerging in the economy. These primarily 
include the strong growth flows capital, goods, services, information and people. Globalization 
can be understood as a process of approximation the world's political, socio-cultural and 
economic events. 
Closer and conversely some countries delay. The process of economic globalization proceeds 
in several areas: 

 Area of financial flows, 
 area of information flows, 
 area of trade in goods and services, 
 labor market. 

Globalization speed is lowered from the first region to the last. The most globalization has 
progressed in the financial world. Thanks to modern technology for information transfer takes 
place very rapidly and globalization of information flows. The slowest is the globalization of 
the labor market. From an economic viewpoint, globalization of the market positively, because 
liberal the world market is growing faster trade liberalization brings internationalization of 
business (Access to larger markets), internationalization of business brings new competitors in 
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the global scale and competitiveness of a country or region increasing the standard of living in 
each country. (Kunešová, 2006) 
2.2 Small and medium-sized enterprises 
 
Small and medium enterprises (MPS) play a very important role in the economy each country 
and because of that they constitute the vast majority of all businesses in the structure in the 
country. They are seen as the backbone of the economy, mainly because of the flexibility, 
potential for creating new jobs and contributing to zdravenému competitive environment. 
(Vítková, Volko, Vápeníček, 2005) 
The term enterprise refers to an organizational unit that carries out business and economic 
activity, irrespective of its legal form. Cutting enterprises can be viewed from many 
perspectives. Businesses are divided according to size large, medium and small. Criteria for 
their classification can be selected for instance. number of employees, annual turnover, total 
assets, annual profit status market etc. (Martinovičová, 2006) Law no. 47/2002. on support for 
SMEs, states SME definition according to EU rules, ie. in accordance with Commission 
Regulation (EC) no. 364/2004. This definition based on the number of employees and annual 
turnover in Euros 
 
(The euro), ranks companies in the categories of micro, small and medium entrepreneurs. In 
this case, under the concept of entrepreneur means business. A micro, SME is considered to be 
an entrepreneur if: 

 Has fewer than 250 employees, 
 assets or turnover exceeding 50 mil. EUR. 

A small entrepreneur is considered to if: 
 Has fewer than 50 employees, 
 Assets or turnover exceeding 10 mil. EUR. 

For small entrepreneur is considered to if: 
 Has fewer than 10 employees, 
 assets or turnover of less than 2 mil. EUR.  
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Every company, regardless of size, has its strengths and weaknesses and from the external 
environment acting on it influences that threaten it, but also offer opportunities for its 
development. The strengths of SMEs include flexible response to demands customers are the 
source of innovation, forming jobs, mostly offering quality products and maintain the tradition 
in certain markets. In the competition of larger firms However lagging behind in marketing 
effectiveness, lack sufficient resources to research and development, obtaining timely and 
professional information and professional neglect education. MSP represents a threat to 
domestic and foreign competition, limited availability information and legislative restrictions. 
On the other hand, they can use the cooperation and the creation of business networks and 
obtain financial subsidies for its further development. (Vítková, Volko, Vápeníček, 2005) 
2.3 Strategic Analysis 
 
In this chapter will be discussed in more detail the theoretical basis of analyzes that they will 
be used in the second part of the work on the strategic analysis. This is SWOT analysis, PEST 
analysis and Porter's competitive analysis. 
2.3.1 PEST Analysis 
 
PEST analysis is another important tool for strategic management. This analysis It focuses 
exclusively on the outside, especially macroeconomic conditions company. PEST is an 
acronym for political and legal, economic, social, technical and technological environment. 
(Pošvář, Chládková, 2009)  
PEST analysis is not used as frequently as SWOT analysis, its usage is suitable for large-scale 
projects such as. for new market entry. FIST analysis should build on the greatest number of 
independent facts, they offer National governments, legislative bodies, central banks and 
statistical offices. Analysis of the most frequently measure market potential and market 
situation indicates growth or decline in market and thus indicates the attractiveness of the 
market for entrepreneurs.  

 Political and legal environment 
An analysis of the political and legal environment deals with political a scene that has an impact 
on the stability of the policy framework. This environment consists of many factors that decide 
whether the company will command Spice, market or mixed economy. Political and legal 
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environment consists mainly government that the economy manages, publishes and regulates 
the laws, enforce them compliance and thereby defines the "rules of the game". The legal system 
is determined by the political situation in the country and, in the case of Member States, the 
situation in the EU. Political and legal environment imposes managers need knowledge of laws 
publication check and directives. When non-compliance is sanctioned managers and 
organizations. (Pošvář, Chládková, 2009) 

 Economic Environment 
Economic environment is made up of many factors that connect macro and microeconomic 
environment. The organization and the decisions of managers operates through monetary and 
fiscal policy. The chief areas that need to be during the analysis of the economic environment 
focus, belongs: 

o Stage of the economic cycle the domestic and global economy, 
o political situation and economic policy of the government, 

 
o monetary and fiscal policy, 
o inflation and balance of payments situation, 
o situation on the capital market. (Pošvář, Chládková, 2009) 

 
 Social Environment 

Analysis of the social environment is among the most readily achievable part PEST analysis. 
An important role for companies offering products to end customers. Solved at the demographic 
indicators for decision-making managers important age, level of education and social structure 
of the population, job placement forces, income, expenses etc. These factors make it easier to 
decide what and for whom to produce. (Pošvář, Chládková, 2009) 

 Technical and technological environment 
This category includes the factors that significantly influence the lives of people and 
organizations. If your organization wants to maintain its position in the market without 
monitoring and implementation of technological trends cannot do. New technology enables 
reduce time to production costs, improve product quality and productivity. Time is one of the 
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decisive factors of competitiveness. Organization issued ever-larger sums on research and 
development of new technologies to endure strong competition. (Pošvář, Chládková, 2009) 
2.3.2 SWOT analysis 
 
SWOT analyses are essential tools used for strategic decision making management. (SWOT 
Analysis - History, Definition, Templates & Worksheets | RAPIDBI, [online], 2012) Input 
information for a SWOT analysis provides a situational analysis of the external and internal 
environment. Situation analysis It is based on an analysis of Strengths) and weaknesses, 
opportunities and threats (Threats). From the initial letters of the English the equivalent of these 
four components situational analysis consists acronym SWOT, therefore, Strengths, 
Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats. (Pošvář, Chládková, 2009)  
Strong and weaknesses among the internal factors, opportunities and threats vice versa to 
external factors. (Hanzelková et al., 2009) 
The task of SWOT analysis is to encourage management and the management of the company 
over these elements reflects and draws from them the appropriate conclusions. Elements form 
bases planning measures (strategies) and response organization to external changes. SWOT 
analysis will be conducted mostly in the form of a matrix, as shown in the table below. 
 
On the basis of comparing the strengths and weaknesses internal middle and the opportunities 
and threats of the external environment arising from four different nuts groups strategies that 
organization responds to changes in the external environment.  

 SO strategy - focus on the strengths and gaining benefits from the opportunities. 
 ST strategy - focus on strengths and eliminate external threats environment. 
 WO strategy - to focus on overcoming weaknesses and use opportunity of the external 

environment. 
 WT strategy - to focus on overcoming weaknesses and avoid threats external 

environment. (Pošvář, Chládková, 2009) 
SWOT analysis as one of the basic tools of decision making is a time and is able to detect 
opportunities and threats. It is therefore recommended to carry out SWOT analysis of the entire 
company as often as eg. Financial statements. It is important however realize that SWOT 
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analysis is only part of the situation analysis and its effectiveness It is only guaranteed when it 
weighed next steps, modify or change strategies. 
2.3.3 Porter's competitive analysis 
 
Porter's competitive analysis examines the how external forces act and the influence of business 
firms. To the knowledge of the degree of competition in the industry serving Porter´s model 
five driving forces, whose interaction determines the intensity of the sector competition. 
Analysis identifies five areas that affect business in a particular and the area's competitors in 
the industry, suppliers, customers, entering new businesses and substitutes. The middle portion 
of Fig. 1 represents the existing competitors in the industry, rivalry between existing companies. 
The remaining four areas can be divided into two groups, horizontal and vertical. Horizontal 
group is negotiating influence suppliers and customers. Vertical line threat in the form of 
potential new Companies entering into the industry and the threat of substitute products. 

 Competitors in the industry 
Detects the size and strength of competition on the foreign market, costs promotion and what 
will be the company opportunities to develop competitive advantages. (Veber, 2007) When 
operating in the sector strong and aggressive competitors, it becomes the industry unattractive 
to businesses. Conversely, the greater the number of companies with a comparable share market 
cooperates, the competition is more balanced. Existing competitor’s competitors compete 
mostly on price levels, ancillary services, and advertising and also at the level of technological 
innovation. (Čižinská, 2010) 

 The threat of new competitors to enter the market 
New entrants to the market for existing companies represent new uncertainties remain my 
competition. Bring to a new industry capacity and considerable resources. Existing Companies 
are doing everything they can to make the most impeded entry for new firms to the market. 
Increase barriers to entry and thus possible new competitors. Between the most common 
barriers to entry include. Economies of scale, product differentiation, capital intensity, 
distribution channels, cost and other disadvantages. 

 Threat of substitutes 
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Customer interest in products and services in the enterprise sector can vary or even disappear; 
they are - if available on the market products and services that replaces (substitutes). 
Availability of substitutes limits the prices of goods and services, since blip prices both upwards 
and downwards, the customer can respond by moving the substitution product or service. 

 The power of buyers (customers) 
Here we examine the bargaining power of customers, especially for the price. The customer can 
negotiate with the vendor directly, or indirectly, by reducing the number of purchased products, 
or go to a competing brand. Strength buyers should not in no way be underestimated. (Veber, 
2007). 

 The power of suppliers 
The last group of Porter's model of five driving forces is the power suppliers. Strong suppliers 
differ from company to company; some suppliers have a high bargaining power, others almost 
zero. Much depends on whether the company at its suppliers dependent or not. Here it solves 
the company's dependence on suppliers, the occurrence of alternative suppliers, vendors and 
more reliability. (Veber, 2007) 
2.4 Financial Analysis 
 
Part of the second part of the thesis will also include a financial analysis of the selected company 
chosen as a representative of companies from the projection equipment. Correctly financial 
analysis can assess the financial condition of the company and determine whether the expansion 
will be suitable for the enterprise or not. The expansion entails increasing costs and, if not 
successful, it means for the company incurring financial of funds without their return. Financial 
analysis comprehensively assesses the level of the current situation of the company (its financial 
health), the outlook for the financial situation in the future. The task financial analysis is to 
prepare measures to improve the economic situation of the company and ensure its continued 
prosperity. The financial data for the business are important source information that reflects the 
level of business and its competitiveness. (bond owl, et al., 2010) 
In this work will be carried out only part of the financial analysis and analysis ratios. 
2.4.1 Analysis of financial ratios 
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Ratio analysis is among the basic tools of financial analysis, which are determined by 
accounting statements. According to the corresponding function ratios can be divided into: 

 profitability ratios, 
 debt ratios, 
 activity indicators, 
 liquidity ratios, 
 operating indicators. (Final 2007) 

Profitability ratios measure the earning capacity of the company and rate appreciation spending. 
The basic criterion for assessing the viability, profitability invested capital, which is defined as 
the ratio of profit and embedded chapter griddle. Capital employed is used in three basic forms. 
(Dluhošová,2010) 

 Debt indicators 
Debt indicators show the relationship between debt and equity balance. Enterprises use foreign 
sources to finance their activities, because they are cheaper than own resources. The company's 
debt may not be construed only as negative status if the debt thus contributing to revenue 
growth. 

 Activity Indicators 
Activity indicators measure the intensity of use of corporate assets and show how efficient 
company manages its assets. For the enterprise, it is important to not hold Too assets that are 
associated with higher storage costs. If the enterprise but holds few assets, it must give up 
revenues that could potentially gain of business opportunities. (Blaha, Jindřichovská, 2006) 

 Liquidity Indicators 
The term liquidity refers to the ability of the company to meet its obligations on time, raise 
enough funds to make necessary payments. Liquidity the company therefore depends on how 
quickly the company collects its receivables, whether marketable products etc. (Dluhošová, 
2010) 
2.5 Forms of entry into foreign markets 
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Selection of forms of entry on a foreign market ranks among the important strategic decision. 
The actual choice must be preceded by a detailed environmental analysis market. Businesses 
can choose from a wide variety of forms of expansion, which is broken into three basic groups: 
export and import operations, forms low capital Investments and capital intensive capital inputs. 
The various forms work further discussed below. (Černohlávková, Plchová, 2007) 
Because of the goals of this work, which is to suggest a suitable form of entry for SMEs on the 
foreign market will be discussed further only forms of input per consideration for SMEs. 
2.5.1 Export and import operations 
 
Export and import operations are among the simplest forms of entry into foreign market. Now 
Czech companies widely use this form for international development tional activities. Export 
and import operations are carried out on the basis of contractual relations with the various 
stakeholders. (Machková, 2007)  

 Middle relations 
Mediator is an entity that trades on its own behalf, for its own risk and expense. Intermediaries 
purchased goods are sold to customers or end consumers. The reward for them is the difference 
between buying and the selling price, ie. Price margins. Using services as a mediator is 
appropriate for SMEs, for which the export or import of marginal and setting up their own 
branches too costly. The main advantages of indirect exports ranks lower. The disadvantage 
may be the loss of direct contact with the customer, more control over the distribution and 
overpriced. (Černohlávková, Plchová,2007) 
Problem for enterprises constitute the so-called. Gray exports. These exports without the 
consent of the manufacturer, which may negatively affect its reputation. their carefully may be 
a result of problems in the area of pricing and ancillary services. These are primarily the 
different price levels in the domestic and foreign market, where the final consumer does not 
understand the reason for price differences and further shortage unauthorized spare parts 
exporter and its inability to reinsurance quality service. (Machková, 2007) 

 Exclusive Dealer 
Another form of entry into foreign markets presents an exclusive contract sale, which is often 
referred to as an exclusive distribution agreement. Supplier hereby agrees that the goods 
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specified in the contract will be in certain areas to deliver a body other than a client, exclusive 
sellers. According to the Commercial Code, the agreement shall contain the reserved area a 
commodity and be in writing. Individual deliveries are Parties implemented on the basis of 
separate purchase agreements. If the party does not, at which time the contract for the exclusive 
sale is agreed, then according to the Commercial Code expires one year from closing. This 
stems from an agreement that was negotiated for an indefinite period unless the notice period 
has been agreed upon, the either party to terminate the contract termination. It takes effect at 
the end of the calendar month following the month in which the notice was served other side. 
The supplier may withdraw from the agreement, as exclusive distributor buys goods from 
another vendor or fails to comply with the time limit for consumption of goods. The supplier is 
not entitled to damages. Exclusive dealer arises the right to withdraw from the contract if the 
trader supplies goods to other customers. A claim for damages is not excluded. (Machková, 
2007) 
The advantage of the exclusive seller is a good distribution of products, including security 
services associated with the product, penetration of foreign markets and even markets, where 
high turnover is not expected, but the contractor wants them to be present. In the case of 
revaluation Forces exclusive dealer who will be able to provide a wide distribution of goods, 
may block entry into foreign markets. (Černohlávková, Plchová, 2007) 

 Dealership 
Disclosure of diplomatic activity consists in developing activities that lead the conclusion of 
different types of contracts. Deputies provide opportunities for closing contracts and negotiate 
and conclude contracts on behalf of the represented and its account. Representative to the 
represented not in an employment relationship, therefore, the preparation of contracts 
dealership must pay close attention. (Černohlávková, Plchová, 2007) 
Contract mediation committed to developing intermediary activities which aim to mark the 
conclusion of a contract between the bidder and the third party. Applicant for this activity will 
pay an intermediary fee. It is therefore a single mediation. Treaty dealership representative 
committed to long represent develop activities aimed at concluding contracts or shut-negotiate 
and Rat shops behalf of the represented and on his account. In this case, represented obliged in 
a particular territory and for a limited number of trade only use the services of an exclusive 
representative and guarantee dealer is not authorized to represent others. (Machková, 2007) 
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 The Broker 
Consignment contract obliges the commission to arrange his own name the principal on behalf 
of a particular activity. Consignor is obliged to pay commission consideration. The law 
prescribes that the commission contract had written form. It should, however, contain essential, 
which are designated parties, ie commission and the principal and the determination of the 
contract. (Machková, 2007) 
The commission contract usually states the main duties of commission, which they are: 

 Act with care instructions of the principal, 
 inform about all important circumstances, 
 report on the outcome of a bill or, 
 indicate in the report the person with whom the contract was concluded. 

(Černohlávková, Plchová 2007) 
The advantage is control over prices, utilization of goodwill commission, his contacts and 
distribution channels, market position etc. The disadvantage contrary, high autonomy 
commission and the inability to exercise self-image. (Machková, 2007) 

 The agent 
Mandate contract with the nominee agrees that his behalf for mandatory and on his behalf to 
arrange a particular activity in return for payment. Mandate agreement has many similarities 
with the contract, it differs in that the nominee acting on behalf of a client. (Černohlávková, 
Plchová, 2007) 
Mandate contract is concluded only between businessmen. Of the contract of mandate does not 
have direct permission nominee to act on behalf of a client in relation to third persons. If the 
device requires a matter of implementation of legal acts on behalf of mandator is obliged to 
issue a principal in a timely manner nominee’s written power of attorney. (Machková, 2007) 

 Piggybacking 
Piggybacking arose as a necessary response to impeded access to foreign I firms to distant 
markets. It is a collaboration of multiple companies in the same field business in exports, when 
a large and well-known company providing smaller firms for consideration of its foreign 
distribution channels. The advantage for small businesses is an opportunity use the names and 
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experience of large companies, large companies are supplied battery option set wide range of 
products and consideration. (Machková, 2007) 
Form of piggybacking is also a situation where companies in the same field of business they 
provide each other's distribution services. Companies can exchange their products, so enter the 
foreign market under its own brand, and retain control over prices and to realize their own 
marketing strategy. Established distribution partner allows them to enter foreign markets with 
significant cost savings. (Černohlávková, Plchová, 2007) 

 Direct exports 
A form of direct exports mainly used by businesses exporting industrial manufacturing 
equipment and investment units. Supplies are very complicated and generally require the 
immediate presence of manufacturers in the international market. The advantage is control over 
prices, product and strengthen the relationship with customers. (Černohlávková, Plchová, 2007) 
Direct export can be achieved in several ways: 

 Domestic Export Department - provides a comprehensive export activities, 
 Foreign branch - ensures goods distribution, promotion and permits closer contact with 

the foreign market. 
 Sales representatives for exports - sales representatives are sent abroad, to seek 

business opportunities, 
 Foreign distributor or representative - distributor of goods from shops and then he sells 

it. (Kotler, 2004) 
 
 
2.5.2 Forms low capital investment 
 
In the event that the company does not intend to extensively invest abroad, but He wants in the 
development of international activities to exercise their products or services the market by 
means other than export transactions, may choose the form: 

 License, 
 franchise, 
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In the case of cooperative production can choose the processing operation production 
cooperation. (Machková, 2007) 

 License 
The license is frequently used form of entry into foreign markets. This is an authorization action 
for recovery of an intangible asset that is otherwise prohibited. License body having to use an 
intangible asset absolute right. Licensing deal It is used especially if the company is unable to 
establish production abroad, or has the possibility to introduce the production, but only to a 
limited extent. Another reason for using the license may be trading, foreign exchange, customs 
and other barriers that prevent market penetration. (Černohlávková, Plchová, 2007) 

 Franchising 
It is a system of business in which the provider of franchise provides the acquirer (Franchisees) 
right business under his name, trademark and the right to use his line of business. Franchiser 
thus provides know-how, System management and security services, and franchisees are 
contractually obliged to pay the reward. Compared license is a much closer relationship 
carefully positive controls compliance with common trade policy franchisees. (Černohlávková, 
Plchová 2007) 
2.5.3 Capital-intensive capital inputs 
 
Capital-intensive capital inputs are particularly suitable for large, strong companies and 
corporations. Given the focus of the work at the entrance of a small enterprise the foreign 
market, in this chapter only mentions what form of input-intensive capital exist. Their detailed 
characteristic is because of the unsuitability for small business, will work more closely. 
There are two different forms of capital inputs: 

 FDI - this group includes investment purpose start up, acquire or expand a permanent 
economic relations, 

 Portfolio investments - mean the purchase of shares or other foreign securities. 
Direct equity investments have several forms. In this category entering foreign market includes 
primarily the acquisition (takeover) mergers (merger), investments greenfield (Green Field 
Investment), joint ventures (Joint Ventures) and strategic alliances. (Simkova, 2005) 
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2.6 Risks in international trade 
 
The term risk refers to the risk of a loss, damage or destroys. All business areas are associated 
with risks that may cause that the result achieved will be more or less differ from the expected. 
Risks the outcome may not only act negatively, some risks have a positive effect and some even 
act in both directions. (Cermak, 2009) In the following section they discussed the main risks 
that influence the company in international trade. Among the most significant risks affecting 
businesses in the expansion include: 

 Market risk, 
 commercial risks, 
 risk transportation, 
 risk territorial, 
 exchange rate risks, 
 the risk of product liability. 

2.6.1 Market Risks 
Market risk is the possibility that as a result of changes in market conditions venture not achieve 
the desired result or suffers a loss. This risk facing each body of the domestic market, but in 
international trade operates differently developments in the different markets. Market situation 
The change may be modified nou supply and demand conditions, changes in the status of 
suppliers and customers, seasonal fluctuations etc. change 
2.6.2 Risks commercial 
These risks arise from the interaction between supplier and customer. This is the risk of failure 
of a business partner. These risks falls risk business partner withdrawal from the contract, 
failure to contractures. There supplier, non-acceptance of goods buyer, the risk of payment 
unwillingness of the debtor and the risk of insolvency of the debtor. 
2.6.3 Risks transportation 
 
Transport is the risk associated with the transportation of goods between supplier and customer. 
While traffic may be damaged, lost or stolen transported goods. There borne by the seller or the 
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buyer, but it can also carry the carrier or freight forwarder. To establish the precise place the 
responsibility for the delivery of goods used conditions.  
2.6.4 Risks territorial 
 
This group of risks is very difficult to predict. These are risks the uncertainty of the political 
and macroeconomic developments in individual countries. They can but also be the result of 
administrative actions, natural disasters, boycotts goods, embargo etc. The greatest impacts are 
political risks, especially in countries with political instability. Their influence may be limited 
or interrupted of economic relations with that country. 
2.6.5 Risk Exchange 
 
Foreign exchange risk arises from the variability development courses currencies. Within this 
risk, the company must reckon with the fact that as a result of exchange rate changes the buyer 
will collect less than expected, or vice versa will have foreign suppliers to spend more than 
expected. Effect of exchange rate risk can be limiting the wide variety of tools, eg. the choice 
of currency transactions on foreign exchange markets, assignment of a claim or set-off 
provisions for foreign exchange risk. 
2.6.6 The risk of product liability 
 
This risk is related to the protection of consumers in the markets of developed countries, 
especially US and EU. In these countries, the manufacturer responsible for injury or damage 
property caused by defects in the product. The most effective prevention against this kind of 
risk insurance. (Machková, 2007) 
2.7 International Trade Insurance 
 
The main role of insurance is to provide compensation for losses incurred by the company 
Business action when incidents. Losses offset insurance from insurance premium fund, which 
is generated from money paid In the past policyholders, and other financial activities of 
insurance companies. In international trade, the most frequently use the following types of 
insurance: 
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 Transport insurance risks, 
 insurance of foreign loans and payment instruments, 
 liability insurance, 
 Insurance of fairs and exhibitions. 

The following section will describe the different types of insurance that can be used SMEs 
doing business abroad. 
2.7.1 Transmission Risk Insurance 
 
The main task of shipping insurance risks is to eliminate the consequences of the damage, 
destroy tion or loss of goods during transport. Damage suffers always the side that at any given 
moment is responsible for the shipment in accordance with the agreed terms of delivery. But 
they bear the same risks and carriers eventually. Freight forwarders (freight forwarders). We 
distinguish two basic types of insurance: 

 Carrier's liability, respectively. Freight Forwarder (liability) 
 Haulage (transport insurance). (Machková, 2007) 

Both types have in common is that they relate to the transported shipment, differ However, the 
extent of insurance coverage. 
2.7.2 Insurance of foreign loans and payment instruments 
 
To minimize risk in this area uses a range of tools, of which the most reliable insurance. This 
is an expensive type of insurance that the insurance it requires long experience and excellent 
knowledge. For this reason, this type insurance offers only a narrow range of insurance 
companies in the Czech Republic is a insurance company EGAP. 
2.7.3 Liability Insurance 
 
Liability insurance covers a specific range of risks. The purpose of insurance not deprives 
policyholder or the insured liability for damage, but limit the negative impact resulting from an 
insured event. 
2.7.4 Insurance of fairs and exhibitions 
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This insurance differs from other types of insurance. Also unusual is the subject of insurance 
and timed the duration of the insurance contract. The insurance covers tend to be exhibited 
exhibits, unique items, new technologies, etc., which during the exhibitions can come to harm. 
(Machková, 2007) 
 
2.8 Financing Foreign Trade 
 
Foreign trade financing is in many ways different from trade finance domestically. The 
differences are mainly in the demands for funds the methods used and the risk to which it is 
funding international trade linked. The reason may be geographically remote sites production 
from the point of consumption, timing mismatch between the supply of goods and its payment 
etc. It is important to note that financing of international trade operations related to a process 
of internal funding, not separated from it. Before closing the store manager must carefully 
consider the choice of resources to obtain the necessary funds and related methods reinsurance 
ing their return with respect to the risks that may arise. In the following section, we will focus 
on financing options, which are divided into 3 groups: 

 Credits in international trade, 
 traditional methods and financing instruments, 
 Alternative methods of financing. (Machková, 2007) 

2.8.1 Loans in international trade 
 
Provides support exports in the Czech Republic Czech Export Bank, Inc. (Hereinafter CEB) 
and domestic commercial banks. The basic types of loans, using in foreign trade include 
supplier credit, credit granted by customer, intermediary credit, bank credit, bank loans and 
international national organizations. 

 Supplier credit 
Supplier credit provides an exporter to a foreign buyer. Conditions loan are agreed in the 
purchase contract, contract for work or in another Contracting arrangements. For short-term 
loans to loans exporter whole value delivered goods or services. On the contrary, medium- and 
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long-term loans is the rule, the customer pays a certain percentage of the agreed price in advance 
or on delivery price. 

 Bank Loan 
Financing of international trade banks has recently been increasingly frequent. Banks provide 
loans short and long term. Very widespread form bank loan is a loan to the buyer or the buyer 
export credit. They provide a bank exporter to a foreign buyer directly, or through a foreign 
bank. For suppliers it represents a great advantage in that they receive the agreed amount 
promptly, ie immediately after delivery or commissioning in traffic. These types of loans are 
usually provided as export support exporting countries. (Machková, 2007) 
2.8.2 Traditional methods and financing tools 
 
When deciding on the choice of funding methods based businesses of their own financial 
situation and the choice of financial instruments and methods of business partner. In some 
states, can be select the appropriate tool to restrict economic situation in the country, 
development of the internal financial market, tax legislation and many others. Among the 
traditional methods and financing tools include the following: 

 Overdraft, 
 discounting bills of exchange, 
 documentary credit, 
 loans in the financial market, 
 Backup export receivables, 
 National systems of financing export loans, 
 project financing. (Machková, 2007) 

In the following discussion, the work will focus only on selected instruments, which bank 
overdrafts, discounting bills of exchange and letter of credit. 

 Bank overdraft 
Overdraft loan or overdraft, the Bank provides clients who have at it set up an overdraft account. 
This type of loan allows the client to have a debit the balance until the pre-agreed amount. The 
loan is degraded by direct debit from sales; account balance therefore ranges between debit and 
credit. (Machková, 2007) 
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 discounting bills of exchange 
Discount of bills is done by means of redemption of the bill before its maturity Bank. The bank 
buys the bill on the grounds that the owners of promissory notes issued discounting loan, of 
which the bank will charge, discount and bank charges. Buyer (Debtor) is obliged to pay back 
to the time of maturity of the bill. If this time to pay his obligation, the original owner must 
discounting bills bank loan and return from the bank unpaid bill gets back. (Machková, 2007) 

 Documentary Letter of Credit 
Documentary credit for exporters represents a very popular and relatively perfect hedging 
instrument. It is the Bank's commitment to provide the body (Typically an exporter) benefits, 
provided they meet the terms and conditions. Documentary letters of credit obtained by the 
importer (buyer) assurance that the payment of a specified amount will not be made until the 
exporter (seller) does not fulfill the conditions set and conversely exporter gains the certainty 
that when the conditions get paid. (Machková, 2007) 
2.8.3 Alternative methods of financing 
 
Alternative methods of financing emergence as a response to the need for non-financial 
business entities to release or obtain additional financial resources for expansion their activities. 
The basic methods of alternative financing factoring, forfaiting and leasing. 

 Factoring 
Factoring is a method of short-term financing based on short-term assignment receivables 
before their due date. Receivables buys specialist factoring company that provides their 
collection. Referral receivables happen without any recourse against the original creditor. In the 
contract with the client He agrees that all claims will precede factoring company thereby 
changing the lender. (Černohlávková, Plchová, 2007) 
Factoring carried out by specialized financial institutions, which are in the Czech Republic for 
example. Tran finance Inc., O. B. Heller, Inc., Inc. Factoring CS, Factoring KB and others. 
(Černohlávková, Plchová, 2007) 

 Forfaiting 
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Forfeiting is a method very similar to factoring financing. It is a purchase medium and long 
term export receivables secured by the banking I instruments and usually without recourse to 
the original lender. Forfeiting Company (forfeiter) assumes all risks associated with the claim 
and obliges that will not affect the original lender in case of default by the debtor. From the 
above mentioned shows that the forfeiting company is willing to buy the Only debt secured 
form, which is traded on the financial market. (Machková, 2007) 

 Leasing 
Leasing is a medium and long-term funding, by their nature, can sort in the lease. Wide 
application located in leasing financing of investments, mainly because of the flexibility and 
ability to adapt the individual requirements of users. Leasing provides specialized financial 
institutions that are established as subsidiaries of large banks. The international leasing talk 
time, when participating therein operators from at least two countries. Leased may are 
machinery and equipment, vehicles and property. (Černohlávková, Plchová, 2007) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3 Entry small company on the Slovak market 
 
According to data from the Czech Statistical Office (CSO) showed at the end 2008 business 
1,043,520 SMEs. In 2009, his business closed down 53,952 enterprises, which represented a 
decrease of 5.2%. In 2010 has been an increase in the number of SMEs. On the territory of the 
Czech Republic in this year recorded 1,021,280 businesses. The latest available information 
from the CSO in March 2012 show that 31. 12. 2011 were recorded 1,066,787 involving SMEs 
PO and FO. SME's share in the total number of active enterprises in the Czech Republic in 2012 
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amounted to 99.84%. With the growth of SMEs logically growing need for employees. In 2009, 
the share of employees SMEs in total employment in the business sector amounted to 62.33% 
in 2010 and 60.88% in 2011, 60.85%. 
Development of economic indicators such as the SME performance, value added, wages and 
investments, over the last 10 years evolved in a similar direction. All these indicators from 2001 
until 2008 grew. In 2009 and a slight decrease in 2011 is slowly approaching the levels before 
2008 onwards. 
Based on research Global Entrepreneurship Monitor, it was found that the main sector, which 
were founded a new company in 2011, the service for end users. Despite the reduction in the 
share of new business activities in industry and construction, the share of these sectors in the 
Czech Republic in international comparison significant. New business start off mostly college-
educated people aged 18-35 years. At a time horizon of 5 years, assume today, start-up 
businesses; create at least one new job. In comparison with other countries in the business of 
Czech companies introduced very export-oriented. 
3.2 Support for exports in the Czech Republic 
 
Czech Republic is a country with a small open economy focused on exports. The share of total 
exports to GDP in the CR was 82% for 2012, 74% in the Slovak Republic. In the Czech 
Republic there are many institutions that help both new and existing exporters successfully 
overcome the limits of our market. By the state are mainly of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
(MFA), Ministry of Industry and Trade (MIT) and the Ministry of Finance (MoF). The most 
important institutions participating in the promotion of exports are the Export Guarantee and 
Insurancetional Company EGAP, Czech Export Bank CEB and the Czech agency for support 
CzechTrade exports. Of the activities of individual institutions will be selected those which by 
their nature support the export activities of SMEs. 
3.2.1 EGAP - Export Guarantee and Insurance Corporation 
 
Export Guarantee and Insurance Company, Inc. (EGAP) is Credit Insurance which focuses on 
market uninsurable political and commercial risks that are associated with the financing of 
exports from the Czech Republic. EGAP insures primarily bank loans with maturities longer 
than two years and that in countries where political, economic and legal environment provides 
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a high level of uncertainty and risk not getting commitments from buyers. Thus fulfilling the 
role of public policy instruments to promote exports and complements existing range of 
commercial credit insurers. 
The second credit insurer, which is present in our market is KUPEG Credit Insurance, Inc., co-
owned by EGAP. KUPEG provides insurance against short-term commercial risks of non-
payment due to insolvency or unwillingness of domestic or foreign buyer.  
EGAP aim is to ensure that the exporter received for their produce paid. The only EGAP 
shareholder is the state. 4 represent the state ministries and the Ministry of Finance, MIT, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Agriculture (hereinafter the MH). The activities 
of EGAP oversees Czech National Bank (CNB). EGAP owns two subsidiaries, A KUPEG CEB. 
The insurance company EGAP offers in its portfolio a total of nine insurance products with a 
number of modifications: 

 Short-term supplier credit insurance - insurance-type "B" 
 Insurance Bank financed the loan is a short term supply - Insurance type "Bf" 
 Insurance medium- or long-term export supplier Loan type "C" 
 Insurance Bank-funded medium or long supply-operational loan type "Cf" 
 Insurance of export buyer credit "D" 
 Insurance confirmed Letter "E" 
 Insurance of pre-export credits - such as "F" 
 Insurance of investment of Czech legal persons abroad - the "I", 
 insurance loans to finance investments of Czech legal persons abroad - Type "If" 
 Insurance of credit to finance prospecting foreign markets - such as "P" 
 Insurance against the risk of inability to fulfill an export contract - a "V" 
 Insurance guarantees - such as "Z". 

EGAP offers its services to all entities exporting goods and services irrespective of their size, 
legal form and volume of exports. Insurance with state support they can therefore also be used 
by SMEs in meeting three fundamental conditions: 

 Applicant for insurance is registered in the Czech Republic, 
 Czech share of exported goods is at least 50% 
 Risks associated with exports are commercially uninsurable. 
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The advantage of the export activities of insurance by EGAP is that it covers and cases with a 
lower level credit, i.e. from 100 000 CZK. Financing bank exporter may not necessarily be CEB 
but it can be any commercial bank. A simplified way to provide insurance EGAP in cooperation 
with a number of commercial banks operating in the Czech market, it is eg. the Czech Savings 
Bank, Commercial Bank, CEB, Commerzbank AG, UniCredit Bank Czech Republic, Citibank 
and Bank. On the website of a business Body possibility of a non-binding calculation of credit 
insurance. after selecting insurance type, country of destination, the loan amount and maturity, 
determines how much insured about her pay. 
Shift support to SMEs by EGAP is foremost in the field of pre-export financing and bank 
guarantees, without which it is impossible in most cases export contract endeavor. Credit 
insurance depends on the length of maturity and country buyer. Loans to commercially 
insurable countries (EU and OECD countries) are by default, the insurance of credit by 
commercial banks. The agreement between the banks EGAP and unifies rating of exporters, ie 
EGAP does not examine creditworthiness exporter but it takes a rating above the bank. If the 
rating within the specified limit, insurance it ensures pre-export loan guarantee or automatically. 
3.2.2 CEB - Czech Export Bank 
 
Czech Export Bank was founded 1. 3. 1995, and since then an integral part export policy. CEB 
is a corporation owned by the state. Reinsurance it ensures financing of export projects for 
commercial banks represent a difference in the risk because of the long maturities, a large 
volume of funding, or complex financing structures. 
CEB SMEs formed a team of workers who specialize in issues this segment. Thanks to the 
knowledge and experience they can individual entities help choose appropriate solutions for 
them. CEB provides loans primarily to bridge the gap between payments by the exporter or 
producer must pay suppliers and the collection of payments from customers. CEB's principal 
products are: 

o Loans to bridge the deferred payment provided by the exporter its foreign customers, 
o loans for financing the costs of production. 

SMEs also expose all kinds of guarantees relating to the implementation of the export case, 
financing of production for export and the short- and long-term financing exports. Especially 
for SMEs CEB introduced programs that allow businesses obtain financing their export 
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activities. Implementation of the programs in progress through direct funding or in cooperation 
with the Czech-Moravian Hand and Development Bank, EGAP and commercial banks. 
Services for SMEs are tailored precisely to the needs of enterprises with regard to frequency 
and lower volumes transactions and need the service rate. CEB offers two types of programs: 

 support program for SMEs - Exporter 
The program is used to quickly determine whether it meets the preconditions for granting credit. 
Within 5 working days, the candidate receives from the CEB result processed and preliminary 
analysis within 30 calendar days after the receipt of all Documentation final opinion as to 
whether it is possible to take out a loan or not. 

 support program for SMEs - subcontractor - proexport warranty 
It is a modification of the previous program. It allows subcontractors to obtain credit from its 
commercial bank. This program is especially suitable for SMEswhich is in the form of 
subcontracting involved foreign-funded projects CEB. CEB provides a number of safeguards; 
the most common include loan guarantees, for a fee claims, but also payment guarantees 
(collateral for the return of their deposit guarantee for the offer and others). The advantage of 
both programs is speed, simplicity, accessibility and banking by EGAP. 
3.2.3 CzechTrade 
 
CzechTrade is an agency subordinate to MIT. The main activity of the agency is in support of 
exports. The Agency's aim is to facilitate company’s access to information about their chosen 
market expansion, accelerate the access to the market and help businesses in their further 
development in foreign markets. CzechTrade proposes to export individual packages of services 
aimed at the needs the company. Its portfolio offers three basic packages - Basic package, 
Business and Plus. Basic package is designed for beginning or critical to exporters Business 
package is an enhanced version Basic and involves headhunting business partners and negotiate 
business meeting. Plus package is used by companies with experience in exports, offers 
individual and long-term services. Package rates CzechTrade adjusted so as to favor SMEs and 
entrepreneurs. 
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Among the priority countries include. Russia, Brazil, China, USA, India, Turkey and remote 
width. Interest in countries currently covered 26 countries to which the Czech Republic wants 
budget spread your export, include eg. Norway, Senegal, Egypt, Switzerland, Japan and more. 
It can be stated that support the export activities of SMEs is very timely theme all institutions 
dealing with guarantees, financing and supporting foreign Trade. MIT in the implementation of 
aid for SMEs implements so. Operational Programme Enterprise and Innovation (OPEI). The 
operational program enables SMEs can draw financial her support from EU structural funds in 
the years 2007 - 2013. The main objective OPEI is to support and increase the competitiveness 
of Czech companies, aid innovation, speeding up the implementation of research and 
development into the production sphere and more. Support is directed towards sectors that have 
a chance of succeeding in Europe and the world market. (Ministry of Industry and Trade, 
[online], 2005) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.7 Basic Information about the Slovak 
 
3.7.1 Geographical Information 
 
Slovak Republic (hereinafter SR), the official name of the country is in Central Europe and 
shares borders with five countries - Czech Republic, Austria, Hungary, Slovenia and Poland. 
SR covers an area of 49,036 square kilometers. 30. 6. 2012 lived on the territory of Slovakia 
5,405,338 inhabitants, which represents a density settlement of 110 inhabitants per square 
kilometers. State language is Slovak (83.9% of the population) the second most used language 
is Hungarian (10% of the population). Smaller representation in the territory of Slovakia also 
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Romany, Ruthenian and Czech (0.9% of the population). 1. 1. 2009 became the basic unit of 
money euro. On Slovak territory lives 85.8% of the population claiming Slovak nationality, 
Hungarian 9.7% to 1.7% of the Roma, the Czech 0.8%, 0.4% to 0.2% and Ruthenian the 
Ukrainian. SR is divided into eight self-governing regions and 79 districts. This breakdown in 
force since 1996, when the law was adopted by the administrative division. The law divides SR 
for the following counties: 

 Bratislava, 
 Košice, 
 Nitranský, 
 Prešov, 
 Zilina, 
 Trenčianský, 
 Trnava, 
 Banska Bystrica. 

SR is the capital Bratislava with 446,819 inhabitants. Other major cities rank Kosice, Presov, 
Nitra, Zilina and Banska Bystrica. (Ministry of Foreign things [online], 2012) 
3.7.2 Position in Europe 
 
In the 90s it was closer to the EU for Slovak relegated to the sidelines. As the only one of the 
Visegrad Four (V4 hereinafter) is ranked second group countries, which are expected late entry 
into the EU. The change of government in 1998 brought about a significant change in the 
orientation towards the EU SR and SR is the only V4 entered ERM II2 and in 2009 adopted the 
euro. 10. 4. 2008 Parliament ratified SR Lisbon Treaty, its affirmation supported by the majority 
of political parties. Slovakia is among the countries that is in favor of the enlargement of the 
EU. Turkey's membership EU officially supports Slovakia, but in fact this question rather serve 
problematic. Slovakia is in favor of the possible entry of Western Balkans and Ukraine into the 
EU. Slovakia joined the EU on the 1st 5th 2004 and is part of the Schengen area since 2009 and 
the euro area. In mid-2016, will take over Slovakia together with Malta and the Netherlands EU 
presidency. 
3.7.3 Specific features of important business contacts and market risks 
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Slovakia does not belong to countries that are characterized by special conventions in trade 
negotiations. Follow standard practices typical of the Czech Republic, which greatly facilitates 
business meetings. The advantage of trading with Slovak Partners is also the same mentality 
and minimal language barrier. Many entrepreneurs from the Czech Republic for its foreign 
expansion looks just SR mainly because of the high precision of the tax system, the system of 
laws and authorities. Before Slovakia's entry into the EU often happened that trade agreements 
are not by our Slovak partners and their compliance with the legal enforceability of the very 
low. In this direction occurred after joining the EU a significant change for the better. 
Nevertheless, corruption persists, especially in the area of public procurement. When trading, 
caution is advised in writing and negotiate trade conditions. 
The main problem with Slovak market represents persisting differences between regions. Due 
to some corruption cases have already been adopted certain precautions. The SR reoccurring 
problem of late payments for delivered goods a shortage of skilled labor. Leading to a shortage 
of qualified workforce in the secondary and higher level is insufficient training especially on at 
a vocational level. Great risk of this market is also a high degree of clienteles, nationalism, 
public distrust most politicians, high administrative burden Business in a poor quality of 
services, lagging infrastructure and very low independence judiciary. 
 
3.9 PEST Analysis 
 
Before the expansion on foreign markets, it is necessary to conduct a detailed analysis the 
external environment of the country. Without the necessary knowledge and skills to expansion 
can become very risky and unprofitable. Especially SMEs, should this section should 
considerable attention as a possible failure may weaken further influence and status not only 
foreign, but also domestic market. 
3.9.1 Political and legal environment 
 
Political and legal environment in the country significantly affects the options businesses realize 
their plans. The conditions laid down by the government and legal system the country has a 
positive, neutral or negative impact on the business environment and manufacture important 
part of the export market environment. Specifically, the work will political system, SR 
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membership in international organizations, legal adjusting business - types of legal forms, 
conditions and demanding capacity their inception, the tax system, with emphasis on the tax 
liability of companies. 

 Political System 
Slovakia is like the Czech Republic, a democratic state. Power is divided into 3 independent on 
the legislative, executive and judicial. Legislative and constitutional power a National Council 
of the Slovak Republic (Parliament) based in Bratislava. NR headed by a chairman. Executive 
power is the President and the Government, as the highest executive authority in the Slovak 
Republic. Elected President of the Republic Citizens direct dialing for a period of 5 years. 
President of Slovakia Ivan Gasparovic, who citizens elected in elections on 4. 4. 2009 for 
another five-year period. The territory SR operates a total of 13 ministries.  
Slovak Republic is a two-tier court system; the judicial system is divided into general and 
military courts. Separate legal status of the Constitutional Court is based in Kosice. The 
Constitutional Court does not belong to the system of general courts.  
In the Slovak Republic for the first time since 1989 the head of Parliament's political party. In 
the early elections in 2012 won the party SMER - Social Democracy Robert Fico. Party won 
44.41% of votes. Other locations were placed in Christian Movement (KDH) with 8.82% of 
votes, followed by the party inhabitants people, and independent personalities with 8.55% of 
votes, MOST - HID profitably 6.89% of the votes. Five per cent also exceeded the two parties 
of the former coalition and SDKU-DS with 6.09% of votes and the Freedom and Solidarity 
(SaS) with 5.88% of votes.  

 Membership in international organizations 
For enterprise contemplating entry into the foreign market represents a membership import 
country in an international organization a certain prestige and stability in the country. 
Slovakia belongs to the following international organizations: 

 The United Nations (UN) - input 19. 1. 1993. 
 The International Monetary Fund (IMF) - input 15. 1. 1993. 
 The World Trade Organization (WTO) - A member from 16. 3. 1993. 
 Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) - entrance 14th 12th 

2000. 
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 North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) - input 29. 3. 2004. 
 The European Union (EU) - first entry 5th 2004. 
 Scheme Agreement - Slovakia into the Schengen 30. 12. 2007. 
 Entry into the euro zone - 1st 1st, 2009. (Ministry of Foreign Affairs, [online] 2012) 

International organizations, which is a member of the SR is much more, here they are mentioned 
only the most important of them. The biggest impact on trading CR and SR, has a membership 
of both countries in the EU. This allows use of a single internal market and the associated 
freedom of movement of persons, goods, services and capital. CR SR concluded contracts for 
exporting firms appears quite much. Among the most important are: 

 Agreement between the Czech and Slovak Republic for the avoidance of double taxation 
with respect to taxes Income and property, 14. 7. 2003. 

 Cooperation agreement between the Principal Directorate and the General Directorate 
of the SR of Customs in preventing and detecting violations of customs and tax 
regulations (Prague, 12. 4. 2007). 

 
 
 

 Legal regulation of business 
Slovak Commercial Code recognizes two basic forms of foreign business state actors in 
Slovakia and direct and indirect business. The direct business He speaks in a case where a 
foreign legal entity (hereinafter PO) or natural person (hereinafter FO) his business based in 
Slovakia, but the seat or residence is abroad. Falls into this category and division of the 
undertaking located on Slovak. Indirect business includes those cases where foreign PO and FO 
has only participate in the PO or acting as co-founder where the law allows. 
Entrepreneur under the Commercial Code SR is: 

 Person registered in the commercial register – PO. 
 Person doing business under the trade license – FO. 
 The person who operates on the basis other than trade license and applicable regulations. 
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 FO, which carries out agricultural production and is registered pursuant to a valid 
prescription to register. (Confederation of Commerce and Tourism (SOCR) team 
authors, [online], 2006) 

Under the applicable legislation it is possible to establish the following Slovak types of 
companies: 

 Sole proprietorship - Czech equivalent of the self-employed (The entrepreneur). 
 Public company (v. o. s.) - Similar to public companies in Czech republic. 
 Partnerships (a. s.) - Similar to limited partnerships in the Czech Republic. 
 Limited company (s. r. o.). 
 Joint Stock Company (a. s.). 
 Silent Society - Tacit communities in the Czech Republic as well as in the Czech 

Republic is not entered in the commercial register does not exist as a legal entity. The 
name of the silent partnership is not known, provides funding, but does not participate 
in company management. 

 Association of persons for business purposes. (Confederation of Commerce and 
Tourism Czech Republic (SOCR), a team of authors, [online], 2006) 

The next section will detail information about the different legal forms of companies. For forms 
suitable for SMEs will describe the steps that the company must make, to form the company 
could establish and quantify the costs of establishment. 

 Sole proprietorship / self-employed (sole proprietorship) 
In the context of free movement of services may offer their services abroad to provide 
temporary and the self-employed. Czech entrepreneur can provide services in another member 
country, only if they comply with a condition of temporariness service provision. This is fixed 
for a period of one year, after granting an exemption to two years. In providing services of a 
foreign entity, the entrepreneur should be careful not to in the contract under which the service 
will be provided in another Member State, not stated otherwise hourly wage or salary defined 
time. State authorities then the service provider may be regarded as employee’s recipient 
services. It is therefore recommended that the contract with the customer service included pay 
for performance, for work performance, etc.. (SOCR, a team of authors, 2006) 
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 A public company (public company - v.o.s.) 
The company consists of at least two partners, who for the obligations of unlimited liability its 
assets. The company representing all the members equally or only one of the partners. The 
company created by the registration in the Commercial registry. (Confederation of Commerce 
and Tourism SOCR, a team of authors, [Online], 2006) 

 Limited Partnership Company - a. s. 
In limited partnerships are two types of partners - the general partner and limited partners. 
General partner is liable for the obligations of its property, He has the right to manage and 
represent the company. The risks arising from its functions it has higher profit. Limited partners 
liable for the company up to its deposit does not control or do not represent the company. The 
amount of their share of profits is exactly defined. (Confederation of Commerce and Tourism 
SOCR, a team of authors, [online] 2006) 

 Joint Stock Company  
Minimum Capital Stock Company must be 1 mil. SKK, approximately 33 200 EUR. The 
company created by the registration in the Commercial Register. However, before the creation 
must be paid at least 30% of cash deposits and all in-kind contributions. (SOCR, [online], 2009) 

 Limited Liability Company (s. r. o.) 
Limited liability Company, as in the Czech Republic widely used form business on Slovak 
territory. The Company may establish at least 1 up But 50 partners. The minimum capital of 
EUR 5 000, each partner must make a deposit min. 750. If the constitution only companion 
must repay the capital in full. (SOCR, [online] 2009) before submitting a proposal for 
registration of the company in the Commercial Register It must be paid min. 30% of every 
deposit and non-cash contribution must be repaid before the creation of the company, the value 
of non-monetary contributions must be min. 1 660 EUR. (Confederation of Commerce and 
Tourism SOCR, a team of authors, [Online], 2006) 
If the company establishes two or more people, is based Ltd. social contract, which governs 
relations between shareholders and which must be notarized signatures founders. If the 
company establishes a single person, draft a Memorandum Charter, which must be certified 
signature of the founder. After the founding of the company served founders proposal for 
company registration in the commercial register. After authorization of the court register of the 
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company in business registry, created the company as a legal entity. Managing director may be 
the same the person who founded the company and the executive Slovak company may be also 
a Czech citizen. 
Below is a complete process of establishing Ltd., which takes place in 9 steps: 
1. An applicant for a criminal asks for a criminal record. Process it lasts one day and costs, 
amounts to 3.3 Euros, 
2. Then it is necessary to verify the originality of the company name. This can be implementing 
free of charge on the website of the Commercial Register of the Slovak Republic or 3.3 Euros 
through the Commercial Register SR. The process takes 1 day. 
3. In the copy of the Articles of Incorporation, which include partnership agreement / 
memorandum and specimen signatures of directors. It is not necessary notary’s deed, but only 
verifies the signatures. This step may founder perform at any notary public. The process takes 
one day and for verifying the signature, the notary charges 2.4 Euros. 
4. Submission of application for issuance of a trade license or concession deed Trade Licensing 
Office. Issuing a trade license usually takes 7 days and costs 33 EUR, issuing a license deed 
take 30 days and costs 66 EUR. Following the fifth opening a bank account at any Slovak bank. 
Account it is based in one day and Founder pay about 17 Euros. 
6. Registration Company at the relevant register court. The request must submit on a special 
form and it can be obtained on the website Business-ho register SR. After the court issues a 
business enterprise identification number. The whole process takes 5 days and will cost the 
company 332 EUR. 
7. Registration for income tax and VAT. Registration is free, it handles tax Office and lasts 7 
days. 
8. Penultimate step is to register with the relevant social insurance. Registration staff is 
necessary to 8 days from the beginning of employment, new employees before starting work. 
Form the application is freely available on the web social insurance. Offers the possibility to 
send it by fax or registered using (SMS form in printed form to send up to 3 days). The process 
is free and lasts one day. 
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9. The last step is to register for health insurance, registration staff You must be made within 8 
days after starting work. Whole the process is free and lasts one day. (WB, the Association of 
Trade and Tourism SR eTrend.sk, [online], 2012) 
Establishment Ltd. It takes approximately two weeks, because most of the steps can be 
performed simultaneously. Establishment costs amounts to 457 EUR. 

 Basic conditions for the application of Czech goods on the market 
The basic condition for the application of goods regulatory compliance and conditions of sale. 
The basic rule common to all kinds services, Act no. 270/1995 Coll., on the state language of 
the Slovak Republic. The law stipulates the obligation of nutrition labeling in the Slovak 
language content goods in the instructions for use of products in the financial and technical 
documentation and the like. Another important law that is necessary to observe the Act no. 
634/92 Coll. Consumer Protection, as amended. 

 Slovak tax system 
EU territory as a rule, the non-resident (entity having its registered office in another member 
country) pays tax only on income originating from that country. In the leading position The EU 
introduced VAT and the minimum amount must be 15% that for some circle of goods and 
services are permissible lower rates. (Confederation of Commerce and Tourism Tourism Czech 
Republic Prague Radio Symphony Orchestra team of authors, [online], 2006) Since the 
beginning of 2004 until the end of 2012, Slovakia belonged among the entrepreneurially 
friendly country with a single rate of income tax FO, PO and 19% VAT. It constitutes an 
impulse for Czech companies to relocate their activities just to SR. The first 1, 2013 entered 
into force on Slovak reform of income tax, which increased income tax PO 4%, ie from the 
original 19% to 23%. Reform unscathed or income tax FO. Slovak government abolished the 
single rate of 19% and introduce progressive taxation, which covers FO, with a monthly income 
higher as 3 311 EUR. FO income reached above the 3 311 EUR will be taxed 25%, the rest of 
the income tax rate of 19% of the original. (Amendment of. Tax Income, [online], 2013) 
compared to CR SR has a more favorable rate of VAT. Basic VAT rate is 20%, reduced rate on 
books, medicines and medical aids It remains at 10%, whereas a 21% CR and 15%. (European 
Commission, [online] 2013) 
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3.9.2 Economic Environment 
 
This chapter outlines the important macroeconomic indicators affect the expansion of firms in 
the Slovak market. As mentioned above, it will be especially on GDP, inflation and 
unemployment. The largest increase in GDP was seen in 2007 when compared to 2006, to 
increase by as much as 10.4%. In 2009, the Slovak demonstrated financial implications crisis 
and decreased product by 5.1%. In subsequent years, however, the product It has been growing, 
although the growth rate has been declining. For 2012 it is expected growth of 1.7%. The 
forecast for 2013 expects output growth of 0.8% in 2014 2.6%. 66 Entry small company on the 
Slovak market Rate of growth of inflation in the Slovak characterized by greatly fluctuating 
rate. The highest values of the observed year, inflation reached in 2008 when she climbed to 
4.6%. The sharp decline in inflation is evident between 2009 and 2010. In 2009, Slovakia joined 
the euro area and low inflation and maintains its temperate Growth among the convergence 
criteria that countries must meet to be able to take Euro currency. Data from the first half of 
2012 indicate a moderate decline inflation (to 3.7%), and economists expect a further declining 
growth rate. 
The biggest challenge for Slovakia is a constantly growing unemployment. The lowest 
unemployment rate was in 2008, at 9.6%. Since this year there unemployment to rise, which 
could cause the effects of the global economic crisis. In 2011, the unemployment level of 
13.5%, this value has been reached in mid 2012. According to the Slovak Statistical Office 
(hereinafter referred to as CPCs) the unemployment rate in the 3rd quarter of 2012 has been 
13.7%. The aggregate figure for the whole 2012 is not yet available. The lowest unemployment 
is found in the district Bratislava (from 3.5% to 5.6%), while the highest unemployment 
struggles District Rimavská Sobota (34.6%). The largest number of unemployed was recorded 
in industry, trade and industry 
3.9.3 Social Environment 
 
The Slovak Republic did not contain any special commercial custom with which Czech 
businesses should count. Due to his very similar-legal system, geographical distance and the 
existence of small communication barriers, SR ranks among the often sought after business 
partners Czech under-sized enterprises. 
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SR education system is very similar to the Czech system. According to data from CPCs shame-
the majority of high school students in secondary vocational schools. Undergraduate student-
day, as well as distance learning, studying social science, it is a massive 51%, respectively. The 
second most common field is a technical discipline that studies 26%, followed by health care 
and other fields. 
As in other European countries as well as in the Slovak Republic, the increasingly consumerist 
lifestyle. Furthermore, it is becoming ever more emphasis on the health club above-lifestyle 
promotion and homemade local products. 
3.10 SWOT Analysis 
 
In the following section, a SWOT analysis, thus identifying the strengths and weaknesses of 
the company and the opportunities and threats. This information will be set out strategies to 
underline the strengths and limitations and weaknesses of the company to maximize 
opportunities and eliminate threats foreign market. 
 
 

Strengths Weakness 
 ensuring comprehensive services, 

from installation through to operation 
for warranty service, 

 offer a comprehensive solution, 
 wide range of products, which build 

on each other, 
 representation in the two largest cities 

in the Czech Republic (Brno, Prague) 
 long experience in the field of 

electricity, 
 quality services supported by 

references from large corporations, 

 insufficiently sophisticated 
marketing. 

 a lower number of employees - a 
disadvantage in case of larger tender 
offers, 

 less bargaining power, 
  ignorance of the names of companies 

on the Slovak market. 
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 ongoing perfection - attending 
international fairs, tracking 
innovations in technology, 

  language skills of employees. 
Opportunities Threats 

 supporting SMEs by large institutions 
such as EGAP, CzechTrade and the 
State 

 low language barriers between the 
Czech Republic and Slovakia, 

 openness of the Slovak market 
 Depreciation of the Czech koruna 

against the euro. 

 ignorance Slovak market 
 market risk, commercial, 

transportation, territorial, foreign 
exchange, product liability. 

 poorly chosen strategy of expansion, 
 large differences in individual 

regions, 
 Slovak nationalism, 
 lack of interest in company products. 

Source: Own research 
Strategy 1 - The company regularly participates in local and international trade fairs to obtain 
current information on innovations and trends in its business. Aims to focus on developing 
unique software control screens with remote access will certainly be acknowledged by MIT, 
which this project may provide a subsidy. Such software, which would be a unique novelty on 
the world market would mean a reduction in operational costs, service and would save a lot of 
time. Patent ownership would represent a possibility to expand this product to the worldwide 
market. 
Strategy 2 - The company after entering the word "cheap energy Brno" into an Internet search 
engine, ranked only fifth on the page. E. A higher ranking in the search engines would result in 
greater demand for products not only Czech but also on the Slovak market. 
Strategy 3 - The threat of Slovak nationalism is a new entrant firm’s considerable risk. Slovak 
market very often prefers their company to foreign, even though the quality of the activities of 
Czech companies in the field of design engineering at a higher level. Business connections with 
known Slovak company would provide easier market penetration. 
Strategy 4 - Ignorance of the names of companies on the Slovak market represents a 
considerable disadvantage in obtaining contracts. By rising the company gets in cooperation 
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with well-known sports personalities, who are often involved in various charitable and social 
events. The company would these opportunities provided free of charge. 
 
3.11 Porter's competitive analysis 
 
3.11.1 The threat of entry of new competitors 
 
The threat of entry of new competitors on the domestic market is relatively large, because to 
start a company specializing in projection technology is nowadays difficult. The operating 
company does not need a lot of staff. Employees are not required special training, sufficient 
education in electrical engineering. Existing businesses have, however, compared to new 
entrants considerable advantage in terms of experience, industry knowledge and know-how. 
Enter the field of projection technology is therefore difficult to succeed but he brings 
considerable problems 
3.11.2 The threat of substitutes 
 
In the field of projection technology is highly unlikely occurrence substitutes. Rather, it may 
lead to the development of new more efficient and cheaper suppliers, but due to the awareness 
and involvement of society in monitoring developments, there is no lag in technologies used. 
More likely is the transition of customers to the competition. 
3.11.3 The power of buyers 
 
In most cases, the company Daito, as well as other enterprises in the sector adapts his handiwork 
exact requirements of customers. Hence, the company performs contract rate buyer. If Daito 
ignored the demands, threatened by the loss of a client company in the future. Power of buyers 
is relatively large. 
3.11.5 The power of suppliers 
 
The company, as well as most of the companies doing business in the same field, buys 
components from suppliers from China. These suppliers offering lower cost than domestic 
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suppliers, but the quality are very good. Domestic suppliers of components pushing for a higher 
price, but the quality of the components are different. 
The company trades with the three major suppliers from China, from which it chooses, 
according to current needs. In case of dissatisfaction with the offer of one supplier, has the 
option to choose among others. Possible disadvantages of trading all Chinese suppliers are their 
demand payment in advance of delivery. In exceptional cases, suppliers are willing to accept 
payment in the form of a bank guarantee. Over the entire period of cooperation with Chinese 
suppliers, but the company did not meet with non-delivery or delay of goods that have already 
been paid. Bargaining power of suppliers is therefore at an intermediate level. 
3.12 The financial situation of the company 
 
This chapter focuses on the financial analysis of the company Daito Ltd. Enterprise will be 
analyzed using financial indicators such as profitability ratios, indebtedness, activity and 
liquidity. Calculations are performed using income statements and balance sheets for the past 
three years 
 
 

ear Return On 
Assets (ROA) 

Return On 
Equity (ROE) 

Return On 
Capital 

Employed 
(ROCE) 

Return On 
Sales (ROS) 

2013 12.94 39.30 35.72 10.85 
2014 5.87 16.29 9.52 5.28 
2015 0.72 1.99 1.21 1.06 

Source: Own research 
 
The recommended value for ROE of around 15% limit. Limits of acceptability are 10%. 
Generally, the higher the value of ROE reaches, the better for the company. ROE should be 
higher than the interest rate risk-free securities. In the studied period did not reach satisfactory 
enterprise boundaries ROE only in 2011, when the value of ROE was only 1.99%. On 
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increasing the value of ROE company should focus, because the low value discourages 
investors from entering their funds into the company. 
In all the studied years is ROE higher values than the values of ROA. This means it effectively 
uses foreign sources. ROCE reflects the degree of appreciation of the company's assets financed 
by own or foreign sources. 
ROS indicator shows the relationship of profit relative to sales over the past year. The table 
shows the decreasing trend indicators. The largest decline occurred in 2010 when there was a 
decline compared with the previous year by 5.57%. The company would this indicator should 
pay attention. Values should be a growing trend. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Year Total debt in % Coef. Self financing Times Interest 
Earned Ratio 

20013 38 0.87 6.82 
2014 64 0.57 4.05 
2015 63 0.57 1.32 

Source: Own research 
The ideal value of total debt should be around 50%. The recommended value of the indicator 
should fall into the range between 30-70%. Indebtedness undertaking will be in the years ranged 
within acceptable levels. Between 2010 and 2011, total debt was around 64%, which was almost 
30% increase in debt compared to 2009. The company would have its business plan so that it 
no longer and vice versa total debt decreased in the following years. 
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Models express the ratio between equity and total assets. The recommended value of the 
indicator should be in the range from 0.4 to 0.7. Between 2010 and 2011 the value of the 
coefficient from the recommended interval, it can say that the company is financially balanced 
company. Coefficient below 0.4 from the perspective of the owner of the company better, but 
the creditor brings a higher risk. 
Interest coverage indicator informs about how many times the interest on loans granted covers 
the economic results of the company for the financial year. The higher value of the indicator 
company achieves the higher level of financial situation in the company. The recommended 
value ranges 3-6, financially strong companies range between 6 to 8 at the recommended 
interval, the company moved in 2009 and 2010. In 2011, interest coverage decreased value to 
a value of 1.32, indicating, EBIT this year was 1,32x higher than the costs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.12.4 Liquidity Indicators 
 
Year Current liquidity Quick ratio Immediate liquidity 
2013 0.98 0.71 0.06 
2014 1.06 0.82 0.09 
2015 1.27 0.98 0.35 

Source: Own research 
 
The recommended value of current ratio is between 1.5 to 2.5. They are critical for the enterprise 
values below 1. The above interval, the index is, the better the solvency of the firm. In 2009, 
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the current liquidity indicator is below the value of 1. Since this year, however, is growing and 
in 2011 is slowly approaching the lower end of the recommended range. 
The optimum value of the quick ratio is between 0.7 to 1.2. In all the years, the index found at 
the recommended interval. 
Immediate liquidity indicates how quickly the company is able to pay its short-term liabilities. 
Recommended values are between 0.2 and 0.5. Required boundaries company achieved in 
2011. The increase immediate liquidity was caused by a significant increase of funds on bank 
accounts. 
 
3.13 The proposal specific strategy of entering the Slovak market 
 
In this part of the thesis will put forward concrete strategies the company entered the Slovak 
market. First will be described and justified the choice of form entry and then selected a suitable 
legal form of the business, together with a proposal for a specific entry strategy. Finally, it will 
be necessary to quantify the costs associated with the expansion. 
When designing the strategy must take into account the financial situation of the company, and 
limited human resources. The expansion should therefore not be too capital intensive. 
 
3.13.1 The form entry 
 
The theoretical part of the work were presented forms of entry into foreign markets for small 
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs already only). These forms will be chosen the most 
suitable form and its selection justified. 
When choosing the form entering the Slovak market were primarily eliminated capital-intensive 
inputs due to unsuitability for SMEs. Capital-saving form input seems to be the right choice for 
SMEs. But if a company wants to maintain oversight of their products, they want to be in touch 
with customers and actively participate in the expansion, so even this form is not satisfactory. 
SMEs often sought after and popular form of entry into foreign markets, export and import 
operations. This group, however, contains a wide range of ways to get into foreign markets. 
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SMEs operating in the field of design technology is the most suitable form of direct export 
expansion. 
After consulting with the company management was elected direct exports. The advantage of 
direct contact with customers and supervising the activities of foreign companies. Another 
equally important factor is less capital intensive, as one of the criteria for expansion. 
 
3.13.2 The choice of legal form of business 
On the Slovak market large number of companies falling within the field of electricity, most of 
which we have a legal form of business company with limited liability. Only three companies 
stock company. 
Suitable legal form of business in the SR for SMEs appears to be a limited liability company, 
because its foundation is not financially or time-consuming. However, if the company had to 
expand, as a separate business entity is exposed to significant risk and the possibility of failure. 
Ignorance of the market, financial costs and strong Slovak nationalism could result in failure of 
the business plan. For this reason, companies should use the knowledge, references and contacts 
established Slovak companies and expand its scope to cover Slovak market under her name. 
Of the previously identified by the company as its business partner has chosen Synergy 
Solution, Ltd., which addresses only the resale of electricity. The company would have entered 
the Slovak market in order to expand the portfolio of services offered by Synergy Solution, Ltd. 
extand portfolio of products. 
By mutual agreement and the agreement between the two companies would be based subsidiary 
of Synergy Solution, s.r.o, called Synergy Solution Electric, which is owned by the company 
Synergy Solution, Ltd. and we watched our company. Each company would own a 50% stake. 
The head of the company stood the two managing directors, as representatives of the founding 
companies. The subsidiary would be registered in the Slovak Commercial Register and 
followed by the Slovak laws. 
The newly formed company is headquartered in the same establishment and its parent company, 
specialized in the distribution of electricity. Slovak company was guaranteed by the business 
from the perspective of well-known Slovak company, market knowledge and references, the 
actual work performed by employees ČM Energy. For the newly formed company would be 
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allocated one employee, who would run the company secured administratively and 
economically. Power company employees ČM taught by employees of the parent company 
Slovak, who would be able to work independently. After some time, it would be necessary to 
hire employees who would fall directly under the subsidiary. Other employees of the subsidiary 
would be admitted only in the event that the company is on the market stabilized and had enough 
orders. 
The chosen strategy benefits both companies. For the company ČM Energy is a cheap and easy 
opportunity to enter the Slovak market diversification potential effects of business failure and 
the company Synergy Solution, Ltd. expansion of services offered to increase sales, market 
share and increased competitiveness. 
A possible problem with this strategy is based on mutual consensus of both companies in 
establishing a subsidiary. At the hearing, complications can occur in their unwillingness to 
accept the conditions of one side or the other. 
 
3.14 Initial costs 
 
In the previous chapter was proposed entry strategy on Slovak market regardless of the financial 
costs. In this chapter we will be calculated the approximate cost of the first year of business. 
3.14.1 The cost of establishing a subsidiary 
 
As a form of business was chosen limited company. The registered capital of EUR 5 000. Each 
of the founding companies transfer 50% of the share capital and assuming the repayment of the 
full amount of the cost will amount to one company 2 250 EUR. Other costs associated with 
the formation of the subsidiary will be borne by the company Daito, because she is interested 
in expanding its scope to new market and company Synergy Solution, Ltd. in business gives its 
reputation, contacts and market knowledge. Detailed measurement and process foundation Ltd. 
was mentioned in earlier work, therefore, will not be repeated. Establishment costs Ltd. is 457 
EUR. The total costs associated with the establishment of subsidiaries in terms of Daito Ltd. 
amounts to 2 707 EUR. When converted into Czech crowns at the current exchange rate 27 
CZK / EUR, the total cost amounts to 77 675 CZK. 
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Item Amount in EUR 

Basic capital 2250 
Establishment costs Ltd. 457 

In total 2707 
Source: Own research 
 
Items Amount in EUR 

Rent - agency 300 
Rent - garage 40 
Automobile 400 

Phone 30 
Internet 3 
In total 773 

Source: Own research 
 
The subsidiary will use the office space of the parent company and contribute to her monthly 
costs associated with the operation. Synergy Solution, Ltd. He has an office in Aupark Tower 
in Bratislava, where the estimated rent of EUR 20 / m2 / month including utilities and services. 
Employee PAVA group Sport, Ltd. will be an office of about 15 m2. Monthly rent will therefore 
be 300. Cleaning services are included in the rent. 
Another cost is the telephone fee for 30 EUR / month offering 300 free minutes within Slovakia, 
but also in other EU countries and an unlimited number of SMS. Monthly average tariff on 
internet for the month is 11 euros, in costs, however, reflect only the proportionate share of this 
award because it is also used by employees of the parent company. The subsidiary will pay for 
the use of approximately EUR 3 per month. 
3.14.3 Promotion and labour costs  
 
Promotion costs are not as high as in the case of an entirely new company. Given that the parent 
company has an excellent web site, just to the site include information about the newly created 
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subsidiary, along with a link to its website. Due to the specific activity of the company is not 
required to carry out promotion through the mass media. Among promotion costs but must be 
offset printing business cards. For starters, the business will suffice 800 pieces at a total price 
of about 45 Euros. 
Item Amount in EUR 

Wages 1200 
Reward (maximum) 100 

Sum pay with rewards 1300 
Premiums paid by employer 35.2% 421 

In total 1721 
Source: Own research 
The average wage in the Slovak Republic is 786 EUR, but differ according to the branch. Given 
the importance and the large scope of the work employees of the subsidiary, the gross wage of 
1 200 EUR (net pay 900 EUR), with the possibility to get rewards for their activity in the amount 
of EUR 100 per month. Allocating rewards will depend on the decision of the owner. 
 
3.14.5 Total cost 
 

Items Amount in EUR (za rok) 
Establishment of subsidiary 2707 

The office 9276 
Advertising 45 
Labor costs 20652 

TOTAL 32680 
Total costs in CZK 817000 

Source: Own research 
 
The total capital needed for expansion in Slovakia is estimated at 32 680 EUR, ie 817 000 CZK. 
Those costs include capital, establishment costs, operating offices, staff salaries and advertising. 
The costs are reflected on a time horizon of one year. Due to the financial situation of the costs 
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associated with the expansion satisfactory. The Company has sufficient financial resources, in 
order to enter the Slovak market, financed from its own funds. 
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4 Discussion 
 
In the Czech Republic there are 13 companies operating in the distribution of Electric Energy. 
Analysis of the appropriateness of expanding their activities to the Slovak market was 
performed using the tools of situational analysis, a PEST analysis, SWOT analysis, Porter's 
analysis of competition and financial analysis from the perspective of selected representatives 
from the field of projection technology. Given the significant similarity companies operating in 
the projection industry, it can be obtained findings apply generally to the whole area of their 
business. 
Conclusions based on PEST analysis indicate the suitability of the expansion to the Slovak 
market. Due to the long shared history and geographical distance Czech Republic and Slovakia, 
were not on the territory of Slovakia identified any significant political, legal, economic, social 
or technological differences. Another advantage is the membership of both countries in the EU, 
enabling businesses can benefit from free movement of goods, services, labor and capital, and 
the zero level of the duties. Czech Republic Slovak Republic in 2003 concluded an agreement 
on avoidance of double taxation with respect to taxes on income and assets. OF PEST analysis 
also shows that the major import commodities were computers, motor vehicles and electronic 
and optical devices. Their import to Slovakia grew by 16%, which represents a huge potential 
for business in this area. 
Using Porter's model of five driving forces were identified five Slovak companies operating in 
the field of projection technology, of which only 3 are in direct competition for Czech 
businesses. The competitive strength of Slovak enterprises are small, because all, except one, 
have similar competitive force. Given that businesses in this area fall into the category of SMEs, 
their bargaining power with customers is extremely limited. Their goal is to maximize adapt to 
the requirements of customers, and they do this so they can negotiate better conditions. Most 
Czech and foreign companies buys components from Chinese suppliers. There is a range of 
suppliers offering quality and affordable goods. The only condition that you stipulate a payment 
in advance. Power of suppliers is therefore at an intermediate level. 
Companies operating in the field of design engineering services are characterized by 
complexity, high quality, willingness to adapt to customer requirements and learn new things. 
The weaknesses include a smaller number of employees, which is restrictive in the case of 
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larger orders, less bargaining power, and ignorance of the names of the companies in foreign 
markets. Overall, the strengths outweigh the weaknesses. 
Opportunity for expanding businesses is the openness of the Slovak market, as well as minimal 
language barrier and the opportunity to benefit from support for SMEs by large institutions 
dealing with these programs. After identifying threats have emerged barriers to entry to the 
Slovak market. Among the threats associated with the expansion may include ignorance of the 
market, choosing the wrong entry strategy, lack of knowledge society, strong competition, 
Slovak nationalism and more. Strategies for their elimination have been designed in a separate 
SWOT matrix. SO strategy proposes to focus on developing new software management screens, 
the support for SMEs. Developing this software would provide an enormous competitive 
advantage and the ability to expand this product to the whole world. The problem lies in the 
lack of funding for SMEs. Without the support of state institutions, this strategy is not feasible. 
WO strategy recommends that companies focus on optimizing search engines so as to localize 
the top positions and the increased demand for its products. WT strategy focuses on marketing, 
more on the visibility of companies on the Slovak market. It proposes to offer free projection 
technology to social and charitable events with famous athletes and get to the awareness of the 
general public. Here there is a risk of unwillingness, on the part of event organizers, cooperate 
with and also targeting the wrong market segment. 
The latest proposed strategy ST strategy is directly related to the proposed strategy for SMEs 
entering the Slovak market. New entrants have to contend with a strong Slovak nationalism, 
where clients prefer Slovakian enterprises to foreign and even if a lower quality of service. As 
the entry strategy of enterprise operating in projection technology has been designed in the form 
of direct export cooperation with existing and well-known Slovak company. The company will 
establish a subsidiary with a legal form Ltd., which extends the existing range of services 
Slovak company by other services. Slovak society in the negotiation of contracts will be in a 
position of strong and well-known business partner and the Czech company will act as a 
supplier of services. The main risk of the implementation of this strategy is the willingness of 
cooperation from the Slovak society. During negotiations on the establishment of a subsidiary 
must be clear advantages for Slovak society such. Strengthen its position in the market, increase 
competitiveness and profits. Slovak company, however, runs the risk of damaging their names 
if poor quality of the work performed by the Czech company. Implementation costs amounts to 
CZK 870,000 / year. The expansion will be funded by own resources of Czech society. 
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This strategy carries significant risks for both parties, but by mutual agreement can be beneficial 
for all. 
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5 Conclusion 
 
Question companies entering foreign market is currently more frequent topic of globalization. 
Before the entry into foreign markets, it is necessary to conduct a detailed analysis of the foreign 
market and the industry in which the firm belongs. 
The main aim of this thesis was based on a detailed analysis of the sector to define 
recommendations for small businesses operating in the field of projection technology strategy 
regarding companies entering foreign markets. As a target market was chosen Slovakia, mainly 
due to geographical distance and similar cultural, social and legal conditions. A secondary aim 
was to determine the factors that affect companies within selected territories to assess business 
opportunities in the country and evaluate the economic aspects entering the Slovak market. 
The work was divided into two main parts, theoretical and practical. The theoretical part was 
evaluated theoretical bases of the methods that were used in the second part. These were mainly 
the methods used to evaluate the company's internal environment and the external environment 
of the foreign market, ie the SWOT, PEST analysis, Porter's analysis of competition and 
financial analysis. I was given the risks to which it is necessary to count in the expansion, then 
the possibility of entering foreign markets suitable for SMEs and ways of insurance and foreign 
trade financing. 
In the practical part, a detailed PEST analysis of the Slovak market. Within PEST analysis were 
determined the conditions of entry of foreign companies, familiarization with the legislation of 
the country, the economic situation and potential competition on the market. Based on the 
SWOT analysis were identified strengths and weaknesses and the opportunities and threats 
Slovak market. Using Porter analysis of five driving forces were identified current and potential 
competitors in the industry, power suppliers and customers, the possibility of substitutes, and 
the entry of new competitors into the market. Part of this work was the financial ratio analysis. 
Finally, the work suggests a particular entry strategy suitable for SMEs and to quantify the costs 
associated with entry into foreign markets. As a suitable form of entry for companies operating 
in the field of projection technology has been elected direct exports. After evaluating the 
financial and legislative aspects of the companies were advised to enter the Slovak market use. 
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